Vehicle Scanner 3.0

Functions and Properties:

• unlimited vehicle length and size
• short scanning runtime
• independent use in direction
• extreme high resolutioned and light sensitive camera system
• quick & easy installation
• various in- and outdoor versions available: passenger cars, light trucks and trucks.
• mobile version changing work places
• automatic licence plate recognition in both directions

Extensions:

• under-vehicle-scanning-module with LED illumination
• RFID or OCR scanner
• mobile smart camera with thermal-sensor
• mobile service tablet
• welcome screen
SHORT DESCRIPTION:

The Vehicle Scanner 3.0 from TwoTronic for all sizes has a minimalistic design and documents all details in high-resolution images. Multiple interfaces and a standardised system allow to share data and informations between locations.

The handover process of vehicles is simplified and a documentation similar to a CV can be created for your car. A modular design and different versions allow to accommodate individual customer`s requests.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

MERCEDES-BENZ VERTRIEB PKW GMBH NÜRNBERG

All customer an rental Cars will be checked in and scanned by myself. So i can immediately provide all informations for my Colleagues. Without the Vehicle Scanner the would be a higher expenditure of time and thus non-transparent and competent.

Oliver Bey
car service acceptance

MERCEDES-BENZ VERTRIEB PKW GMBH MANNHEIM:

I must honestly admit i was very sceptical at the beginning. At the moment we have about 29000 vehicle scans and definitely recognised the benefits. Already at the entry of the service lane a 360° scan is generated. Thereby i’m immediately able to make a service consulting underlaid with pictures for the customer. Further damages can be documented and be used to resolve an issue. The consistent quality of the photos, the rapidity of the documentation and the good feeling of protection with uncertainty has made us more than convinced.

Stefan Jahnke
car service consultant